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-hav.e.Jdiat all tihe time at the.house, and one Sunday morning this

man and his wife and their two grandchildren, they come £0 our place

on Sunday morning and there's "a"bunch of people over there—alL the

men folks and wpraan folks, they got out of the- tipi. We use that

medicine for our sickness, when we got pain or--it's really good.̂  I

"1don't* know how many years I use that medicine. "• \. .*-•'•"

PEYOTE;
*

(The peyotre?) • ' <

They peyote. .It's really good. It's good for pain. ,1^' s good for

pneumonia, .realty good, cause I seen it done. They' used to be some

old peoples who came*to our peyote meetings like that. If anybody's

sick—we doctor them, we give'* them that peyote. The next morning,
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they alright. They all well. That same night they get well I seen

them. 4
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(How do they do it?). • / /
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They just give them that..sometimes they make tea out of it and they
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drink it and sometimes they grind it and make it kind of soft, you
s
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know, and put water in it and stir it and it looks like gravey, but

it's peyote. It's kind of bitter, you know—and you just took about

this one, it's kind of soft with water mixed in and you stick a spoon

ful and eat all you want—all of it—and when you got real pain or

sickness, it really makes you well. It don't make you go crazy or

nothing like that. No,*~because I don't know how many years I use

that medicine and I could get H&t meaicine and I could chew it in

my mouth, and I could doctor anybody that's sick—twisted face—I
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could get them well in two days time.


